#ThisIsTheONEe

Apakah kamu The ONE yang kita cari?

Essential info for candidates
With You

We believe success starts with trust. Beliefs that encourage us to share insights, ideas, strength and efforts to have mutual growth with the spirit of #TidakAdaYangTidakBisa (No Such Thing as Can't). The trust that motivates us to walk side by side wherever you go to #MoveForward.
VISION
To be the trusted partner to enrich quality of life

MISSION
Grow together in a sustainable manner by:
• Provide innovative and relevant solutions that exceeding stakeholders’ expectation
• Establish mutually beneficial collaboration based on trust and prudent principal
• Create a progressive environment with a familial spirit

BRAND ESSENCE
We strive to understand the aspiration of each customer and sincerely share the knowledge to deliver proper solution and useful knowledge to help our customers achieve their aspiration.

“Mutual Growth Driven by Knowledge”
A saving bank, NV Nederlandsch Indische Spaar En Deposito Bank (NISP), was established in 1941. NISP navigated through economic and political crisis in 1941 and became a commercial Bank. The abbreviation of NISP was change into Nilai Inti Sari Penyimpan in 1958.

In 1967, NISP obtained a license as a foreign exchange Bank. In 1990, NISP became a commercial Bank. In 1994, NISP was listed 20% of its share in the Indonesia Stock Exchange (formerly the Jakarta Stock Exchange) and recorded a new history as public company.


In 2011, Bank OCBC Indonesia officially joins Bank OCBC NISP. In 2015, Bank OCBC Indonesia appointed as a Gateway Bank and become the first bank in Indonesia to provide Trust service to individual and corporate customers.

In 2016, The first bank in Indonesia to collaborate with IFC to disburse green financing. The first bank in Indonesia to collaborate with IFC to disburse gender financing.

In 2018, The abbreviation of NISP was change into Nilai Inti Sari Penyimpan. In 2020, OCBC Bank Indonesia officially joins Bank OCBC NISP with 22.5% shareholding.

More than 80 Years of experience in creating sustainable values for our stakeholders with extensive national presence and comprehensive service offering.
As one of the Pioneer in Indonesian Bank industry, we earned trust by upholding integrity, implementing prudent principle and maintaining highest standard of good corporate governance.
Bank OCBC NISP’s well-diversified business to serve various customers’ segments and cater their ever-growing needs

### Retail Banking Solution
- Saving
- Credit Card and Debit Card
- Consumer Credit
- Wealth Management Solution
- Premier & Private Banking Solution
- Electronic Banking: ONe Mobile
- Treasury Product Solution

### Sharia Banking Solution
- Sharia-compliant saving account
- Sharia-compliant financing facilities
- Hajj registration
- Payment for Alms, Infaq and Shodaqoh

### Business Loans

### Business Banking Solution

#### Cash Management
Account Service (CA & TD), Collection (Cash & Non-Cash), Payment (LCY - includes Tax, Payroll, etc. & FCY, Velocity@OCBCNISP (web and mobile), and Beyond Banking Services

#### Workplace Banking
Support apps HIRA – HR platform, & Accurate – Accounting Software

#### Treasury Product
Foreign Exchange, bonds, derivative and structured product

#### Trade Finance Services
Export, Import, Bank Guarantee and documents service
Our Extensive Network for Your Convenience

Bank OCBC NISP is an Indonesian bank and financial service company. The Bank was established in Bandung in 1941

- **Mobile Banking for individual customer**
  - ONe Mobile

- **Internet Banking for individual customer**
  - https://online.ocbcnisp.com

- **Internet Banking & Mobile Banking for business customers**
  - Velocity@ocbcnisp

### Financial Figures

- **224** Branches in Indonesia
- **551** ATM All Over Indonesia
- **Rp201 T** Total Assets
- **Rp115 T** Total Gross Loan
- **Rp150 T** Total Deposits
- **Rp1.5 T** Profit After Tax

*Source: Bank OCBC NISP's Official website, Published Financial Reports, June 30th, 2021*
Bank OCBC NISP is part of OCBC Group
Leveraging OCBC’s regional network to offer cross-border solution for our customers.

19
Countries and regions

>700
OCBC Group’s ATM networks across Singapore and Malaysia

>460
OCBC Group Subsidiaries Offices

Source: www.ocbc.com, as per March 31st 2021
Sinergy with OCBC Group, Provides Cross-border Solutions for Customers

The Longest Established Singapore Financial Services Group
Formed in 1932 from the merger of three local banks, the oldest of which was founded in 1912.

The Second Largest Financial Services Group in Southeast Asia
Based on total assets and one of the world’s most highly-rated banks, with an Aa1 rating from Moody’s.

Leading Asian Financial Services Group with Broad Geographical Footprint
OCBC Bank’s key markets are Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and Greater China. Our full spectrum of specialist financial services and solutions are delivered through an extensive global network of more than 460 branches and representative offices in 19 countries and regions. These include over 220 branches and offices in Indonesia under subsidiary Bank OCBC NISP, and over 70 branches and offices in Mainland China, Hong Kong SAR and Macau SAR under OCBC Wing Hang.

Comprehensive and Integrated Wealth Management Platform
OCBC Bank and its subsidiaries offer a broad array of commercial banking, specialist financial and wealth management services, ranging from consumer, corporate, investment, private and transaction banking to treasury, insurance, asset management and stockbroking services.

Recognised for Financial Strength and Stability
OCBC Bank is consistently ranked as the World’s Top 50 Safest Banks by Global Finance and has been named as Best Managed Bank in Singapore by The Asian Banker.
PREMIUM GUEST HOUSE, A NEW WAY OF BANKING

MODERN AND PROGRESSIVE SERVICES
Premium Guest House provides service with quality, modern and warm atmosphere

FAMILIAL EXPERIENCES
We welcome our customers like a family member with warmth, experience and knowledge to share

TAILORED DESIGN APPROACH
Provide tailor made solutions to our customers based on needs

WARM AND INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Spacious space equipped by state of the art technology to welcome our customers to go beyond transactional needs
SERVING CUSTOMER BETTER THROUGH DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Bank OCBC NISP continues to provide excellent service by strengthening #BankingFromHome solutions

Allowing customers to do banking transactions anytime and anywhere
WE ARE STRONGER, LED BY EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT TEAM

Meet Our Board of Commissioners & Board of Directors

Update as per April 4th 2021
MAINTAIN POSITIVE AND SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE

TOP 10

Largest Bank in Indonesia based on:

- Total Asset
- Total Deposits
- Total Loan

Source: Published Bank' Financial Reports As Per June 2021
RECOGNITION FROM WITHIN THE COUNTRY AND ABROAD

Indonesia Most Trusted Company
Good Corporate Governance
IICG & SWA Magazine
For 9 consecutive years (2012 – 2020)

The Best Bank of The Year - Indonesia
The Banker Magazine, London
For 9 consecutive years (2018-2020)

Infobank Award 2020
• Diamond Trophy: Excellence
• Financial Performance for 20 years in a row
• Excellence Financial Performance Full Year 2019
• Best Bank in Risk Management Profile & GCG

Best SME Bank Indonesia
Asian Banking & Finance 7 years in a row (2014 - 2020)
The Alpha South Asia 3 years in a row (2018 - 2020)
Global Banking & Finance Review 2020

Best Private Bank - Indonesia
Asian Private Banker 2021

Best Forex Bank - Indonesia
Global Banking & Finance Review 2020
Asian Banking & Finance, 6 years in a row (2014 – 2019)

Indonesia Domestic Cash Management of The Year
Asian Banking & Finance
Wholesale Banking Award 2020

Deposit Product of The Year
OCBC NISP Multi Currency Savings Account from The Asian Banker Indonesia Award 2019

Mobile Banking of The Year
Asian Banking & Finance Retail Banking Awards: Mobile Banking Initiative of The Year – 2015, 2016 & 2018
OpenGov Asia : Recognition of Excellence for One Mobile Initiative, 2019
THIS IS THE ONe

Why OCBC NISP?

Achieve your Goals in Every Stage of Life
Nothing is impossible in achieving your dream and goals, and make everything come true with OCBC NISP #TAYTB
BE THE ONe
Your career at OCBC NISP
www.ocbcnisp.com/id/karir
WORKPLACE FLEXIBILITY

Flexible Working Hours
Employees working time arrangements to support productivity

Flexible Dress Code
Employees to dress responsibly in business casual or smart casual to promote a flexible working culture

Flexible Benefit
Employees choose health insurance scheme that can be converted into flex points
With the #TAYTB spirit, Bank OCBC NISP wants to spread optimism and encourages Indonesians to #GoFurtherBeyond (re:#MelajuJauh) and take a prominent role and become agent of change to advance Indonesia.

EDUCATION FORUM
on TAYTB Live Stream Fest, #TAYTBLiveTalks, TAYTB Show, #CuanBarengRachel, Financial EducatiON with board game, ONPreneurship and Wtalks that reached 13,400 audiences

1.345 PPE
For 16 Hospitals/Puskesmas (health clinic) in 12 cities

11.620 BASIC-FOOD PACKAGES
Basic food package was given into surrounding communities in more than 100 branch offices in Indonesia

1.851 BASIC-FOOD PACKAGES
For the Bank's supporting workers in all branch offices who are affected by COVID-19 pandemic
BE THE ONe TO MAKE CHANGE

Develop yourself personally and professionally by starting a career with OCBC NISP

And learn to become a banking and financial superhero for others

#TAYTB

https://www.ocbcnisp.com/id/Karir